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Popular
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A mixture of POETRY

	€8,00 (incl. tax)
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Colombia el Paraiso, washed

	€13,00 €11,00 (incl. tax)

	Sale!
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Gift package: copper dzezva + 2x coffee 100 g

	€15,99 (incl. tax)
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Coffee mix BARKAVA 1kg

	€25,00 (incl. tax)
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Coffee mix POETRY 1kg

	€29,00 (incl. tax)
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Home barista gift certificate

	€80,00 €69,00 (incl. tax)

	Sale!
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Victoria Arduino - MDH

	€510,00 (incl. tax)
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Nuova Simonelli - Oscar II

	€1.000,00 (incl. tax)
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Nuova Simonelli - Oscar MOOD

	€1.769,00 €1.700,00 (incl. tax)

	Sale!
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You want to offer top quality coffee in your coffee shop




Quality coffee is our passion. As one of the most respected Slovenian roasters, our goal is clear:

creating the best coffee experience for you, your guests and your customers.

Mariposa coffee leaves your day with a top mark.





More information
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Barista training center




We opened a professional training center for baristas.

The training center is dedicated to the training of professional baristas and workshops for home coffee preparation.





More information






		




	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	









Contact

Wholesale

Coffee in your office

Education - training center

Business and wedding gifts








Specialty coffee

Coffee equipment

Espresso machines and coffee grinders
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Subscribe to units



e-mail: * 
I agree to the terms set out in Protection of personal data *
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The website uses cookies for a better user experience. By using the website, you confirm that you agree to their use.
OKMore about cookies



Cookie and Privacy Settings








How we use cookies
This website operates with the help of cookies designed for the theme to improve and simplify your browsing on the website.

We use cookies to count visitors, store purchases in the shopping cart and store the set language on the page, and store your username.

Please note that blocking certain types of cookies may affect your experience on our website and the services we may offer.

You can read more about our cookies and privacy settings on our website Protection of personal data



Basic cookies
These cookies are absolutely necessary for us to offer you the services available on our website and to use some of its functions. 

 Because these cookies are absolutely necessary for the delivery of the website, you cannot reject them without affecting the operation of our website. You can block or delete them by changing your browser settings and forcibly blocking all cookies on this website.



Analytical cookies
These cookies collect information that is used either in aggregate form to help us understand how you use our website or how effective our marketing campaigns are, or to help us customize our website and application to improve your experience. 

 If you don't want us to track your visit, you can disable tracking in your browser here: 
Click to enable/disable Google Analytics tracking.



Advertising cookies
Third-party plug-ins and tools used as cookies enable functionality to work, help analyze the frequency of visits and how websites are used. If an individual does not agree to the use of these, cookies will not be installed, but it may be that some interesting features of an individual website will not be available.

Google Webfont Settings:


Click to enable/disable Google Webfonts.

Google Map Settings:


Click to enable/disable Google Maps.

Vimeo and Youtube video embeds:


Click to enable/disable video embeds.



Social media cookies
Social media cookies allow you to share the content of the website on some social networks. Third-party plug-ins and tools used as cookies enable functionality to function, help analyze the frequency of visits and how websites are used.




I agree to the use of cookiesSave my cookie settingsI want to leave the site!
Check to enable permanent hiding of message bar and refuse all cookies if you do not opt in. We need 2 cookies to store this setting. Otherwise you will be prompted again when opening a new browser window or new a tab.
Click to enable/disable essential site cookies.


Open Message Bar
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